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Abstract. In this paper, constraint-based fracture mechanics analyses of hollow cylinders with internal 
circumferential crack under tensile loading are conducted. Finite element analyses of the cracked cylinders 
are carried out to determine the fracture parameters including elastic T-stresses, and fully-plastic J-integrals. 
Linear elastic finite element analysis is conducted to obtain the T-stresses, and elastic-plastic analysis is 
conducted to obtain the fully plastic J-integrals. A wide range of cylinder geometries are studied, with 
cylinder radius ratios of ri/ro = 0.2 to 0.8 and crack depth ratio a/t = 0.2 to 0.8. Fully plastic J-integrals are 
obtained for Ramberg-Osgood power law hardening material of n = 3, 5 and 10. These fracture parameters 
are then used to construct conventional and constraint-based failure assessment diagrams (FADs) to 
determine the maximum load carrying capacity of cracked cylinders. It is demonstrated that these tensile 
loaded cylinders with circumferential cracks are under low constraint conditions, and the load carrying 
capacity are higher when the low constraint effects are properly accounted for, using constraint-based FADs, 
comparing to the predictions from the conventional FADs. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Conventional fracture mechanics is based on the concept that the stress fields at the vicinity of 

the crack can be characterized by a single fracture mechanics parameter, i.e., the stress intensity 
factor K or the J-integral. When the crack tip plastic-zone is small, the stress intensity factor is 
commonly used to characterize the stresses at the crack tip. If substantial plasticity is developed 
around the crack tip, the stress field inside the plastic zone is characterized by the J-integral. 
However, it has been well-established that conventional single-parameter fracture mechanics based 
on the K or J-integral could be overly conservative in failure assessments for the low constraint 
conditions (Ainsworth and O’Dowd 1995, Lidbury et al. 2006). The conventional failure 
assessment methods based on single-parameter fracture mechanics use a lower bound fracture 
toughness taken from highly constrained test specimens. This approach could translate to 
unnecessary economical loss in maintenance and replacement of these cracked structures before 
they need to be replaced. 
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Over the past two decades, a two-parameter, constraint-based fracture mechanics has been 
developed to account for this constraint effect to provide a more realistic fracture analysis for the 
low constrained crack geometries (Du and Hancock 1991, Betegon and Hancock 1991). 
Constraint-based fracture mechanics uses an additional constraint parameter along with the stress 
intensity factor K for LEFM, or with the J-integral for EPFM to accurately describe the stress 
fields of a crack. The most commonly used constraint parameter is the elastic T-stress. Larsson and 
Carlsson (1973), Rice (1974), Bilby et al. (1986) suggested that the elastic T-stress can be used as 
the constraint parameter. They observed that the T-stress could affect the magnitude of the stress 
triaxality near the elastic-plastic crack tip field. A positive T-stress strengthens the crack tip 
triaxality and results in a high crack tip constraint while a negative T-stress reduces the crack tip 
triaxality and lowers the crack tip constraint. The late work by (Du and Hancock 1991, Betegon 
and Hancock 1992) further established the T-stress as an effective constraint parameter. Recently, 
the effect of T-stress is further studied for three-dimensional crack geometries (Meshii et al. 2010, 
Meshii and Tanaka 2010, Qian 2010, Gonzalez-Albuixech et al. 2011). 

Failure assessment procedures which are commonly used in industrial applications are based on 
the conventional one-parameter fracture mechanics of K or J-integral. Therefore overly 
conservative assessment results would be obtained for low constraint conditions. It has been 
shown that by including the T-stress term into the conventional FAD, the low constraint effect can 
be accounted for which results in the increase of maximum load carrying capacity of the cracked 
structures (Ainsworth and O’Dowd 1995). 

Hollow cylinder with an internal circumferential crack (Fig. 1) is a commonly used model in 
engineering structures such as those involved in pressure vessels and pipeline industries. For 
remote tensile loading, the cracked cylinder is under low constraint conditions. The realistic 
fracture assessments of these cracked cylinders using two-parameter, constraint-based fracture 
mechanics are of significant practical importance for the design and maintain of cylinders and 
pipelines. For this crack geometry, stress intensity factor solutions have been calculated 
extensively covering a wide range of radius ratio and crack depths, as summarized by Anderson 
(1991). However, only limited T-stress solutions have been obtained in the literature. Sherry et al. 
(1995) have provided the T-stress solutions for thin cylinders with circumferential cracks with 
radius ratio ranging from ri/ro = 0.85 to 0.95. Although J-integral analyses were also studied in the 
literature (Kumar et al. 1981), fully plastic J-integral solutions had been produced only for the 
circumferentially cracked thin cylinders (ri/ro ≥ 0.83). Anderson (1991) summarized fully plastic 
J-integral results for cylinders with ri/ro = 0.83, 0.9, and 0.95. Further studies are required to 
calculate the fracture parameters such as T-stress and J-integral for a wider range of cylinder 
radius ratios and based on which the constraint-based assessment can be conducted. 

In this paper, the constraint-based fracture mechanics analyses of hollow cylinders with internal 
circumferential crack under uniform tensile loading are conducted. Complete linear elastic and 
elastic-plastic finite element analyses of the cracked cylinder are carried out to determine the 
fracture parameters such as T-stresses and J-integral. The geometry of the hollow cylinder is 
shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder radius ratio that will be studied are ri/ro = 0.2 to 0.8, covering the 
wide range of thick to thin cylindrical geometries. For each cylinder radius ratio, cracks with depth 
ratio of a/t = 0.2 to 0.8 will be examined, covering both shallow to deep cracks. The fracture 
parameters will then be applied to construct both conventional and constraint-based failure 
assessment diagrams to determine the maximum load carrying capacities of the cracked cylinders. 
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Fig. 1 Internal circumferential crack in cylinder 

 
 
2. Solutions for fracture mechanics parameters 
 

In this section, the solutions of elastic T-stresses and fully plastic J-integrals are determined for 
cracked hollow cylinders with ri/ro = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 and a/t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 

 
2.1 Determination of the elastic T-stresses 
 
In an isotropic linear elastic body containing a crack subjected to symmetric (Mode I) loading, 

the Williams series expansion (1957) of three-dimensional (3D) stress components near the crack 
tip can be written as 
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where ij is the stress tensor, KI is the stress intensity factor of mode I loading, r and θ are radial 
and polar coordinates centered at the crack tip, and fij is a dimensionless function of . The second 
order terms T11 and T33 in Eq. (1) are defined as T-stresses, they are the only non-zero and non-
singular terms in the series expansion. Conventionally, T11 has been simply referred as T-stress 
while T33 is also called S-stress (Rice 1974). Physically T11 and T33 represent the stresses in the 
crack surface plane normal to and tangential to the crack front, respectively. 

In a two-dimensional (2D) crack configuration, T33 is related to T11 by T33 = νT11 under plane 
strain conditions, where ν is the Poisson’s ratio. For 3D crack problems such as the case of 
circumferential cracks, T33 and T11 are independent, and both T11 and T33 are therefore generally 
required to characterize the crack tip stress fields (Meshii et al. 2010, Meshii and Tanaka 2010 and 
Gonzalez-Albuixech et al. 2011). 
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Fig. 2 Axisymmetric element used in the FEA 

 
 
The elastic T-stress can be calculated by several methods such as the finite element method and 

the weight function method, see Lewis and Wang (2008), Wang (2002), for example. 
Determination of the elastic T-stress by finite element method using an interaction integral will be 
used here. Nakamura and Parks (1992) developed efficient method of extracting the T-stresses for 
three-dimensional fracture problems by introducing an interaction integral. The interaction integral 
is defined in the content of finite element analysis as 
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where V(s) is a domain which encloses the crack front segment, qk(s) defines the virtual extension 
of the crack front segment and Ac is the increase in crack area generated by the virtual crack 
advance;  ij ij,  and ui are the stress, strain and displacement components of the 3D crack problem 

under consideration;  ij
L

ij
L,  and ui

L are the corresponding components in the line-load auxiliary 

solution.  
The crack tip T11-stress is related to the interaction integral, I(s), by the following Nakamura 

and Parks (1992) 
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where 33(s) is the extensional strain at point s in the direction tangential to the crack front. Once 
T11 is obtained, T33 can be obtained by the relationship with T11 and 33(s), expressed as  

)()()( 113333 sTsEsT                                                   (3b) 

Further details of this method can be found in Nakamura and Parks (1992), Qu and Wang (2006). 
For the present internal circumferential cracks, both T11 and T33 will be calculated. In the 

current finite element analyses, T-stresses: T11 and T33, are calculated from Eqs. (3a) and (3b) using 
the domain integral I(s) of Eq. (2). Eight-noded axisymmetric elements (see Fig. 2) are used in the 
finite element analyses using ABAQUS (ABAQUS 2008). The axisymmertic formulations of 
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Table 1 Normalized T11 and T33 stresses 

Normalized T11-stress, V11 

a/t ri/ro = 0.9 ri/ro = 0.8 ri/ro = 0.6 ri/ro = 0.4 ri/ro = 0.2 
0.2 -0.56 -0.57 -0.57 -0.60 -0.69 
0.4 -0.63 -0.65 -0.69 -0.74 -0.84 
0.6 -0.87 -0.92 -0.98 -1.01 -1.04 
0.8 -1.90 -1.91 -1.94 -1.84 -1.69 

Normalized T33-stress, V33 

a/t ri/ro = 0.9 ri/ro = 0.8 ri/ro = 0.6 ri/ro = 0.4 ri/ro = 0.2 
0.2 -0.54 -0.58 -0.65 -0.73 -0.81 
0.4 -0.72 -0.79 -0.88 -0.92 -0.92 
0.6 -1.08 -1.16 -1.20 -1.15 -1.09 
0.8 -1.82 -1.87 -1.83 -1.71 -1.54 

 

 
Fig. 3 Typical finite element model of cracked cylinder 

 
 

Eqs. (2) to (3) are implemented in ABAQUS (ABAQUS 2008). To verify the finite element 
procedure of determining the T-stress, calculations using axisymmetric elements were performed 
for the geometry of a solid cylinder containing a penny-shaped crack under remote tension. 
Analytical solution of the T-stress for penny shaped crack was taken from Wang (2004) for 
comparison. The difference between the T-stress results had a maximum difference of 0.1%. 
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The T-stress analyses were then performed for crack lengths of a/t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 and 
cylinder thickness ratios of ri/ro = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 0.9. Fig. 3 shows a typical FE mesh used. 
To model the long cylindrical geometry, the length of the cylinder modeled is taken three-times 
longer the ro. For each of crack geometry, the stress intensity factor was calculated first, and 
compared with the established stress intensity factor solutions (Anderson 1991). Excellent 
agreements were achieved for all the crack configurations analyzed, with maximum difference 
being within 2%. This serves as additional verification of the finite element models. 

The interaction integral method was used to determine the T-stresses. Very good contour 
independence was obtained in these calculations (excluding the first contour). Seven contours were 
taken around the tip of the crack and the outer three contours were averaged and used as the T-
stress value. The normalized T-stresses are given as  
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T
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and 
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where V11 and V33 are the normalised T-stresses and  is the nominal tensile stress. The T-stress 
results are tabulated in Table 1. Figs. 4 and 5 plot the results of the calculated T-stresses.  

 From the results shown in Figs. 4 and 5, it can be observed that the T-stresses (both T11 and 
T33) calculated were negative. The negative T-stress indicates crack geometry under low 
constrained conditions. The T11 and T33 have very quite similar trends, for all cylinder radius ratios, 
as the crack depth (a/t) increases, the T-stresses decrease further down. Generally, for shallow 
cracks (small a/t ratios), the magnitude of T-tress is larger for thicker cylinders. This trend is 
reversed for deep cracks (large a/t values), that is, the magnitude of T-stress is smaller for thicker 
cylinders. This observation holds for both T11 and T33. 

 
 

Fig. 4 Normalized T11 solutions Fig. 5 Normalized T33 solutions 
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2.2 Determination of the fully plastic J-integral 
 
Next, elastic-plastic finite element analyses were conducted to calculate the fully plastic J-

integrals for internal circumferential cracks (Fig. 1). The analyses were performed using 
ABAQUS, with 8-noded axisymmetric elements. Similar mesh designs as shown in Fig. 3 were 
used in the calculations. 

The material model used in the present calculations is deformation plasticity theory, Ramberg-
Osgood mode as provided in ABAQUS 
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where  is a dimensionless constant, o is the yield strain, o is the yield stress, and n is the 
material-hardening coefficient. For all the analyses,  = 1, E = 207GPa, 0 = 200MPa, and  = 0.3 
were used. Three different n values, n = 3, 5 and 10, are considered to investigate both high and 
low strain hardening behaviours. Note the resulting fully plastic J-integral solutions, once 
normalized will be independent of the absolute material constant values of , E and 0. They 
depend only on the geometry and hardening exponent. The finite element analyses use 
conventional small-strain theory. 

The J-integral values were obtained using the domain-integral method provided in ABAQUS 
(2008). The J-integral obtained from the finite element analysis is the total integral consisting of 
two portions 

pe JJJ                                                                 (6) 

where Jp is the plastic portion; while Je is the elastic portion of the J-integral, and related to the 
stress intensity factor as follows 
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where E’ is the generalised Young’s modulus: E’ = E for plane stress conditions, and E’ = E/(1-2) 
for plane strain conditions. Therefore, the fully plastic J-integral solutions, Jp, need to be extracted 
using the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) scheme. 

As the magnitude of remote load  increases, in the total J-integral results, the elastic portion of 
Eq. (6) becomes smaller and smaller. Once the fully plastic load level is achieved, the fully plastic 
Jp will then have the following proper (n + 1) power dependence on the applied load, which can be 
written as 
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where h1 is the fully plastic factor, , 0, 0 and n are the Ramberg-Osgood constants, c is the 
ligament (= t –a), and P0 is the limit load for a hollow cylinder with internal circumferential crack 
given by Kumar (1981), Anderson (1991) 
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Table 2 Results of normalized fully plastic factor h1 

ri/ro = 0.2 

(n) a/t = 0.2 a/t = 0.4 a/t = 0.6 a/t = 0.8 
3 0.55 0.43 0.31 0.22 
5 0.73 0.51 0.31 0.20 

10 1.31 0.67 0.32 0.19 
ri/ro = 0.4 

(n) a/t = 0.2 a/t = 0.4 a/t = 0.6 a/t = 0.8 
3 0.85 0.64 0.45 0.29 
5 1.08 0.70 0.41 0.25 

10 1.71 0.81 0.37 0.23 
ri/ro = 0.6 

(n) a/t = 0.2 a/t = 0.4 a/t = 0.6 a/t = 0.8 
3 1.38 1.09 0.73 0.44 
5 1.69 1.12 0.61 0.35 

10 2.40 1.07 0.40 0.31 
ri/ro = 0.8 

(n) a/t = 0.2 a/t = 0.4 a/t = 0.6 a/t = 0.8 
3 3.05 2.72 1.80 0.94 
5 3.71 2.66 1.34 0.70 

10 4.82 2.15 0.73 0.57 

 
 
The fully plastic factor h1 in Eq. (8) only depends on the strain hardening exponent n and the 

crack geometry. In the present analysis, the finite element program uses the standard technique of 
increment and iteration, which gradually increases the load magnitude until the fully plastic level 
is reached. After extensive verifications, a criterion has been set up in the present analysis to 
determine the achievement of fully plastic condition for the extraction of Jp. That is, if the Jp 
obtained from the analysis makes up more than 95% of the total J integral calculated (see Eq. (6)), 
the corresponding Jp is considered to be the fully plastic J-integral, based on which the h1 factor is 
obtained from Eq. (8). Similar criterion was used to determined the Jp in surface cracks (Wang 
2006). 

Verifications were performed first to determine the validity of the present fully plastic J-
integral calculation procedures. A penny-shaped crack in an infinite body under remote tension 
was analyzed first. The fully plastic h1 factors were calculated for n = 3, 5 and 10. The results are 
in excellent agreement with results from He and Hutchinson (1981), with a maximum difference of 
3.97%. Then the circumferential crack in a thin cylinder of ri/ro = 0.83 was analyzed for a/t = 0.5 
and n = 3, 5 and 10. There was a maximum difference of 7.63 % between the calculated h1 factor 
and the h1 factors from Kumar et al. (1981) for the same crack configuration. 

Elastic-plastic FE analyses were conducted to calculate the fully plastic J-integrals for the 
present crack configurations. The material property of the cylinder studied follows that of a 
Ramberg-Osgood power law hardening coefficient of n = 3, 5, and 10. The fully plastic geometry 
factor, h1 is extracted from the fully plastic J-integral solutions based on Eq. (8). The solutions of 
h1 factors for cylinders of ri/ro = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8; and a/t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 was 
determined. The h1 factors are summarized in Table 2, and the results are plotted in Figs. 6-9. 
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Fig. 6 Fully plastic factor h1 for cracked cylinders ri/ro = 0.2 

 

 
Fig. 7 Fully plastic factor h1 for cracked cylinders ri/ro = 0.4 

 
 

It can be observed the for same strain-hardness exponent, h1 factors decreases with crack depths 
for both thick and thin cylinders. Similar trends were observed for both thick cylinders (ri/ro = 0.2, 
0.4) and thinner cylinders (ri/ro = 0.6, 0.8). Generally, the magnitude of h1 is smaller in thicker 
cylinders comparing to thinner cylinders. From Figs. 6-9, it is be seen that generally h1 factor 
increases with material hardening exponent n for shallow cracks (a/t = 0.2), and it decreases with n 
for deep cracks (a/t = 0.6 and 0.8). 
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Fig. 8 Fully plastic factor h1 for cracked cylinders ri/ro = 0.6 

 

 
Fig. 9 Fully plastic factor h1 for cracked cylinders ri/ro = 0.8 

 
 
3. Failure assessments of cracked cylinders 
 

Based on the LEFM and EPFM fracture mechanics parameters obtained in last section, failure 
assessments can be conducted. The most commonly used failure assessment method is the failure 
assessment diagram method (R6 1997, Ainsworth et al. 2000, BS7910 1999). In this section, the 
constraint-based failure assessment diagram procedure is outlined first; then they were used to 
conduct failure assessments for cracked cylinders. 
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3.1 Constraint-based failure assessment diagrams 
 
Consideration of the constraint effects in the failure assessment diagram approach was first 

introduced into the R6 procedure (R6 1997) and then included in SINTAP procedures (Ainsworth 
et al. 2000). The procedure that follows the R6 recommendations is outlined here, starting with the 
conventional method. 

The conventional failure assessment diagram methods embedded in R6 (1997) and BS7910 
(British Standard 1999) are essentially single parameter procedures in that fracture is assumed to 
be governed by a single value of toughness or crack opening displacement. The assessment of the 
potential of failure is determined by the two dimensionless calculated parameters, (Kr, Lr), 
determined from 
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K                                                                 (10) 

and 
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                                                                 (11) 

Here Kr is the stress intensity ratio with KI being the stress intensity factor for the cracked 
component and KIC the toughness of the material. The parameter Lr is the stress ratio, which is the 
ratio of the applied stress to the limit stress solution of the cracked component calculated based on 
the yield stress. Failure is avoided if this point (Kr, Lr) lies within a failure assessment diagram, 

represented by a curve, Kr = f(Lr) and at the same time Lr is less than a cut-off value max
rL . 

Based on two parameter fracture mechanics, R6 (1997) (Appendix 14) recognizes that a 

fracture resistance C
matK  relevant to conditions of low constraint, may exceed the conventional 

fracture resistance KIC measured under conditions of high constraint. To include this effect, it was 
suggested that the failure assessment diagram is modified to 

 ))((
IC

C
mat

rr K

K
LfK                                                         (12) 

Following detailed theoretical and experimental analysis (Ainsworth and O’Dowd 1995, 
Ainsworth et al. 2000), this increase in fracture toughness can be represented by the following 
relationship 

  m
rIC

C
mat LKK )(1                                                   (13) 

where , and m are material dependent constants, which define the dependence of fracture 
toughness on constraint; and  is a normalized constraint parameter. Substituting (13) into (12), we 
have 

  m
rrr LLfK )(1)(                                                  (14) 

Eq. (14) is the constraint-based failure assessment diagram. Failure is avoided if assessment point 

(Kr, Lr) (calculated from Eqs. (10) and (11)) lies within Eq. (14) and Lr is less than a cut-off value max
rL .  
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The normalized constraint parameter  is defined from the elastic T-stress or the hydrostatic Q-
stress 

 
rYr L

T

L

Q


                                                           (15) 

where Y is the yield stress of the material. Here, the following estimation of hydrostatic Q stress 
in terms of T-stress is used (Ainsworth and O’Dowd 1995) 

 
Y

T
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                                                                  (16) 

To conduct constraint-based assessment for a cracked body, in addition to the knowledge of the 
failure assessment curve Kr = f(Lr), the stress intensity factor and the limit load for cracked 
components, the T-stress or the Q stress is required. Note that the material dependent constants  
and m, used in Eq. (13) can be found for a wide range of materials in (Sherry et al. 2005). It is also 
important to note that Eq. (13) only applies for crack assessment under low constraint conditions 
(i.e., for  < 0). For high constraint conditions ( ≥ 0), conventional FADs should be used. 
 

3.2 Failure assessment of cracked cylinders 
 
Using the fracture parameters T-stresses and J-integrals, that were obtained in section 2 (Tables 

1 and 2), together with the established stress intensity factor solutions as per Anderson (1991) and 
limit load solution, as per Eq. (9), the failure assessment diagrams for cracked cylinders can be 
constructed including the constraint effect. The failure assessment diagrams are generated for 
circumferentially cracked cylinders with thickness ratios of ri/ro = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 and crack 
ratios of a/t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The load applied to the cylinder is remote tensile loading. The 
material that was selected for the analysis is A533B, a typical pressure vessel low alloy steel. At 
operating temperature, the following material properties are used (ASME, 2001): tensile yield 
strength σy = 471 MPa, and ultimate strength σu = 591 MPa. The Young’s modulus is 200GPa. The 

fracture toughness of the material is assumed to be KIC is assumed to be 286 MPa m  based on a 
conservative estimation. Constraint related material constants , and m, which define the 
dependence of fracture toughness on constraint, are assumed to be 1.5 and 1 (Ainsworth and 
O’Dowd 1995), respectively. For each crack geometry, the maximum allowable remote tensile 
stress σmax that can be applied without failure is obtained from the failure assessment diagram. The 
cracked cylinder is initially assessed using the conventional FAD procedure, and then reassessed 
using the constraint-based procedure. 

In the present work, two levels of FAD approach were used. First, the lower bound FAD that is 
independent of geometry and material’s stress-strain curve is used (Level 2A of BS7910 (1999)) 

  )65.0exp(7.03.0)14.01()( 62
rrrr LLLfK                               (17) 

Since the load ratio is defined in terms of the yield strength, Lr can be greater than 1. The typical 
cut-off is 1.2 for C-Mn Steel and 1.8 for austentic stainless steel (BS7910 1999). In the current 
analysis, since the flow stress f is known for the material used, which is equal to 0.5(y + u), the 
ratio of flow stress to the yield stress, f/y = 1.12, is used as the cut-off. Substituting (17) into 
(14), the resulting constraint based FAD is obtained 
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Fig. 10 Level 2A FADs (conventional and constraint-based) for cracked cylinder with ri/ro = 0.2 

 

 
Fig. 11 Maximum stresses based on conventional and constraint-based FADs (Level 2A), ri/ro = 0.2 

 
 

  )(5.11)65.0exp(7.03.0)14.01( 62
rrrr LLLK                        (18) 

Conventional (Eq. (17)) and constraint-based (Eq. (18)) FADs are constructed for cracked 
cylinders. Fig. 10 shows the conventional FAD together with the constraint-based FADs for ri/ro = 
0.2 with varying a/t values from 0.2 to 0.8. Using these FADs, the maximum tensile stress σmax are 
obtained for each crack configurations. The resulting maximum tensile stress σmax is normalized as 
follows 
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Fig. 12 Level 2A and Level 3C FADs for cracked cylinder with ri/ro = 0.8, a/t = 0.6, n = 10 

 

 
Fig. 13 Comparisons of Pn based on four FADs, for cylinder with ri/ro = 0.8, a/t = 0.6, n = 10 

 
 

 
f

nP

 max                                                               (19) 

where f is the materials’ flow stress. The maximum remote tension stress σmax obtained using the 
conventional FAD was plotted in comparison with the constraint-based FAD in Fig. 11.  

The comparison shows that for all crack depth ratio, the constraint-based FAD yielded a higher 
maximum load carrying capacity than the conventional FAD. Although not shown here, similar 
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observation were observed for thinner cylinders, ri/ro = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 
Next, the Level 3C analysis of BS7910 (1999) is conducted. It is a FAD depending on the 

geometry and material stress-strain curve. The failure assessment curve can be related to the 
solutions from the J-integral estimated based on the EPRI procedures (as discussed in section 2) 
and given as 

 
pe
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 )(                                                    (20) 

where Je and Jp are values of J-integral obtained from elastic and elastic-plastic FEM analysis 
respectively. Substitute Eq. (20) into Eq. (14), the constraint-based FAD is obtained as 
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                                      (21) 

Using Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), the FADs were generated for both the J-based method (Level 3C 
analysis) and J-T based methods (Constraint-based Level 3C analysis). The failure assessment 
diagrams are generated for circumferentially cracked cylinders with thickness ratios of ri/ro = 0.8, 
crack ratios of a/t = 0.6 and material hardening coefficient n = 10. Two sets of FADs are plotted, 
the first set is based on the lower bound (Level 2A) and constraint-based lower bound FAD 
(Constraint-based Level 2A) and the second set of curves are based on the J-based FAD (Level 
3C) and J-T based FAD (Constraint-based Level 3C) for ri/ro = 0.8, a/t = 0.6. Both sets of FADs 
are shown in Fig. 12. Using the FADs in Fig. 12, the maximum stresses were obtained. Fig. 13 
shows a summarized plot of the maximum load carrying capacity for the four different failure 
assessment diagrams. It is shown that the J-T based FAD (Constraint-based Level 3C FAD) 
resulted in the highest value of load carrying capacity. Note for the Level 3C analysis, only one 
crack/cylinder configurations and one material hardening exponent are shown here. Similar 
analyses can be conducted for other cylinder/crack geometries and material hardening exponents. 
  
 
4. Conclusions 
 

Linear elastic and elastic-plastic finite element analyses were conducted for circumferential 
cracked cylinders under remote tension loadings. The solutions of elastic T-stress and the fully 
plastic J-integrals for the circumferential cracks in hollow cylinders were determined. The analysis 
covered a wide range of cylinder radius ratios (ri/ro = 0.2 to 0.8) and crack depths (a/t = 0.2 to 0.8). 
It was shown that these cracked geometries are under low constraint conditions. The developed 
fracture mechanics parameters are complement to the available solutions in the literature. 

Conventional and constraint-based failure assessment diagrams were developed using the 
developed solutions of fracture mechanics parameters together with the limit load solution. Two 
levels of conventional FADs (Level 2A and 3C of BS7910 (1999)) and the corresponding 
constraint-based FADs were constructed. The maximum load carrying capacities were determined 
using the FADs. Typical results for the cases of a thick cylinder (ri/ro = 0.2) and a thin cylinder 
(ri/ro = 0.8) are presented. It is demonstrated that the maximum load carrying capacities increase 
after accounting for the constraint effects comparing to results based on the conventional FADs. 

The fracture mechanics parameter solutions of T-stress, J-integral obtained and the constraint-
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based failure assessment procedures demonstrated in this paper enable a more realistic fracture 
assessment for these circumferentially cracked hollow cylinders. 
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